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Climate changes include concurrent variations in environmental mean, variance and 16 
extremes and it is challenging to understand their respective impact on wild populations, 17 
especially when contrasted age-dependent responses to climate occur. We assessed how 18 
changes in mean and standard deviation of Sea Surface Temperature (SST), frequency and 19 
magnitude of warm SST Extreme Climatic Events (ECE) influenced the stochastic population 20 
growth rate log(λs) and age structure of a black-browed albatross population.  21 
For changes in SST around historical levels observed since 1982, changes in standard 22 
deviation had a larger (threefold) and negative impact on log(λs) compared to changes in 23 
mean. The historical SST mean was lower than an optimal SST value when log(λs) was 24 
maximised. Thus larger environmental mean increased the occurrence of SST close to this 25 
optimum that buffered the negative effect of ECE mediated through increases in frequency 26 
and magnitude. This ‘climate safety margin’ (i.e. difference between optimal and historical 27 
climatic conditions) and the specific shape of the population growth rate response to climate 28 
for a species determine how ECE affect the population. Furthermore, increases in either mean 29 
or standard deviation of the SST distribution led to a younger population, with potentially 30 
important conservation implications for black-browed albatrosses. 31 
 32 
Keywords: age, climate change, IPCC, matrix population model, sensitivity analysis, survival 33 
34 
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1. Introduction 35 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) research group outlined that special 36 
attention should be put forth on the impact of Extreme Climatic Events (ECE) on human 37 
societies and ecosystems [1]. Marked temperature anomalies and associated heat waves may 38 
become more of a common environmental feature by the end of the century that our society 39 
and wild populations will have to adjust to, in conjunction with an adjustment to overall 40 
global warming [2]. Yet, assessing changes in ECE remains challenging given their rarity by 41 
definition [3] and the difficulty to model and understand their ecological effects at different 42 
spatio-temporal scales and biological levels [4–6]. Extreme events can be defined in many 43 
ways; throughout this paper, a climatological definition will be used as the occurrence of a 44 
value as rare as or rarer than the 5
th
 and 95
th
 percentile of the distribution of observed values 45 
in a climatic variable of interest (e.g. temperature, precipitation) over a specific historical time 46 
period [7].  47 
The effects of climate change on wild populations have been extensively studied but most 48 
studies focused on the effect of changes in mean temperature and/or precipitation regimes on 49 
phenology, physiology, behaviour and demography [8–10]. In recent years the number of 50 
studies investigating the effects of ECE in wild populations has been increasing [11–13]. 51 
There is now empirical evidence that ECE can have strong ecological effects as they can lead 52 
to local extinctions [14], changes in sex-ratio [15], disease proliferation [16] and even reset 53 
community composition [17]. 54 
However, understanding the respective biological responses to the effects of changes in 55 
mean climate and climate variability – especially ECE – requires more research [7,18–22]. 56 
Projections of population responses based on mean temperature changes alone can differ 57 
substantially from those incorporating changes to the variability, including extreme events 58 
[23,24]. Furthermore, different life-history stages, phenotypes or age-classes can respond 59 
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differently to the same climatic variable [25–27]. For example, Jenouvrier et al. [28] showed 60 
that extreme sea ice years affected foraging behaviour, body condition, vital rates and 61 
population growth rate of the southern fulmar (Fulmarus glacialoides), and individuals of 62 
higher quality were less impacted by these extreme events. Therefore, changes in ECE can 63 
strongly alter not only the population growth rate but also the structure of populations. For 64 
example, during the 2003 heat wave in Europe, more than 70 000 human deaths were 65 
recorded, with the most vulnerable persons being young and older individuals [29], which 66 
affected the age pyramid.  67 
Here, we focus on the long-lived black-browed albatross (Thalassarche melanophris) 68 
using a 50 years longitudinal dataset including several thousands of individuals. Previous 69 
studies have shown that survival and fecundity of black-browed albatrosses breeding in 70 
Kerguelen, French Sub-Antarctic territories, varied in response to changes in Sea Surface 71 
Temperature (SST) in their foraging zones during the breeding season [30–32]. Pardo et al. 72 
[33] showed that fecundity and survival responses to changes in SST were different between 73 
age-classes, with larger effects on young and old breeders than on middle-aged birds. To 74 
understand the respective impacts of increasing mean and variability of SST, as well as 75 
frequency and magnitude of extreme SST events on population growth and structure, we 76 
constructed an age-structured stochastic matrix population model in which young, middle-77 
aged and old breeders responded differently to changes in SST. We had 3 specific aims (Fig. 78 
1 bottom):  79 
1) Determine the influence of changes in the mean and standard deviation of the 80 
historical SST distribution on the characteristics of warm ECE (frequency and 81 
magnitude);  82 
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2) Determine the influence of changes in the mean and standard deviation of the 83 
historical SST distribution on the stochastic population growth rate and stable 84 
age distribution; 85 
3) Study the effects of ECE on stochastic population growth rate and stable age 86 
distribution. 87 
We address these questions at two different ranges of SST that contrast the historical 88 
versus future climate change: i) at the local scale around the historical SST distribution by 89 
using a sensitivity analysis based on the partial derivative method, and ii) an analysis over a 90 
wider range of climatic parameters with various scenarios of change in the mean or standard 91 
deviation of the SST distribution using scatter plots. 92 
 93 
2. Material and methods 94 
(a) Species life cycle 95 
Black-browed albatross are large Procellariforms (3 - 4 kg, 2 - 2.5 m wingspan) that 96 
breed on Sub-Antarctic islands during the austral summer. Birds arrive in September and lay a 97 
single egg in October that will hatch in December. Both parents alternate care at the nest 98 
during incubation of the egg and brooding of the young chick, then provision the large chick 99 
that fledges in late March at a size similar to that of an adult. This study focuses on black-100 
browed albatross breeding at Canyon des Sourcils Noirs (49.4°S – 70.1°E), Kerguelen 101 
Islands. Each year since 1978, pair members were identified with a stainless steel band. In 102 
addition, all fledglings, unringed breeding individuals and non-breeding individuals attending 103 
the colony were marked. The average age at first breeding is 9.7 and can range from 5 to 15 104 
years old [34]. During breeding, black-browed albatrosses forage in northeast and southeast 105 
regions of the peri-insular Kerguelen shelf [30–32]. Their diet at that period is composed by 106 
fish (73%), penguin carrion (14%) and squids (10%) [35]. They are known to strongly 107 
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interact with long-line and trawl fisheries targeting patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus 108 
eleginoides) and mackerel icefish (Champsocephalus gunnari) to feed on discards and baits 109 
[36]. Such interactions can affect black-browed albatross demography and dynamics [37]. In 110 
winter, breeding adults migrate to southeast Australia and north of Tasmania in less than a 111 
week, where they remain until the next breeding season and occasionally follow longliners 112 
fishing for southern bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) and other tuna species in their wintering 113 
zone [38]. 114 
 115 
(b) Sea surface temperature 116 
Historical SST were extracted from satellite data from 1982 to 2015 in a spatial sector 117 
where most birds from this colony forage during the breeding season (from October to March; 118 
International Research Institute for climate and Society http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/; see 119 
map in Pardo et al. [33]). SST is thought to be a proxy of food availability in the marine 120 
environment and has been found in several studies to have an influence on breeding 121 
parameters as well as survival rates in this population [30,32,39]. 122 
Seasonal means in historical SST data over 34 years were used to determine thresholds of 123 
ECE, so that values below the 5
th
 percentile (3.52°C) were considered as cold SST ECE and 124 
above the 95
th
 percentile (4.63°C) as warm SST ECE (Fig. 1, top left panel). As IPCC 125 
predicts an increase in Earth surface temperature (including SST) and an increase in the 126 
frequency and magnitude of heat waves in particular, we focussed mainly on the influence of 127 
the warmer temperatures in this manuscript [1]. The historical SST followed a normal 128 
distribution (Anderson-Darling test: p=0.13) with two parameters: the mean (µ= 3.95°C at 129 
baseline conditions based on the historical data) and the standard deviation (σ= 0.35 at 130 
baseline conditions; Fig. 1 bottom left panel). We derived various scenarios based on the 131 
normal distribution fitted on historical SST data: the baseline scenario, a scenario when mean 132 
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temperature increases up to µ + 1°C, and a scenario when standard deviation increases up to σ 133 
* 2. These scenarios resulted in demographic rates that were in a realistic range of variations 134 
(electronic supplementary material A). Two characteristics of warm ECE were calculated 135 
from a SST vector obtained by sampling into the fitted distributions (SST vector length of 136 
10,000): the frequency and magnitude of warm ECE. The frequency of warm ECE was 137 
calculated as the number of extreme years divided by the total number of years multiplied by 138 
100 (baseline frequency of warm ECE = 2.86%), and the magnitude of warm ECE was the 139 
warmest temperature (i.e. maximum value of the SST vector, baseline magnitude of warm 140 
ECE = 5.28°C). 141 
 142 
(c) Population model 143 
To calculate the population growth rate and structure, we constructed an age-structured matrix 144 
model using a pre-breeding census [40] based on a life cycle of 34 age-classes where 145 
individuals older than 34 years old remain in the last stage (Fig. 1 bottom right panel). We 146 
projected the population between time t and t+1 using the following equation: n(t+1) = At n(t) 147 
where n(t) is the population vector at time t including the 34 age-classes and At is the 148 
projection matrix containing the age-specific vital rates [40]. Thus, the projection matrix At 149 
depended on SST in each year, with vital rates projected from the specific functional 150 
relationships with from Pardo et al. [33] (Fig. 1 top right panel).  151 
Vital rates were projected using linear and quadratic functional relationships with SST on 152 
the logit scale for four different vital rates (Fig. 1 top right panel): apparent survival 153 
probability, return probability to the breeding grounds, breeding probability (laying an egg) 154 
given return and breeding success probability (chick fledged) given breeding. Survival, return, 155 
breeding and success probabilities were estimated for all individuals according to their age. 156 
Vital rates and SST varied between the following age-classes: young from 5 to 10 years old, 157 
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middle-aged from 11 to 26 years old for return, breeding and success probabilities and from 158 
11 to 29 for survival probability [33]. After age 26 for success probability or 29 for survival 159 
probability, birds were in the old age-class until the maximum age observed (i.e., 34 years 160 
old). There was no old age-class for return and breeding probabilities (electronic 161 
supplementary material B). Breeding experience was not included in this study. 162 
Fecundity was defined as the product of age-dependent return, breeding and success 163 
probabilities multiplied by the sex ratio at birth (assumed even [37]) and juvenile survival. 164 
We used an estimate of juvenile survival probability from Nevoux et al. [41] assuming that 165 
juvenile survival (Sj) was constant over the first 5 years (Sj0-5 = Sj0-1*Sj1-2*Sj2-3*Sj3-4*Sj4-5 = 166 
0.281). There was no data to estimate annual variation of juvenile survival before recruitment 167 
because young birds stay at sea permanently from fledging until first return on land. Thus, 168 
annual juvenile survival was set to constant (Sj = 0.776 [fifth root of 0.281 for Sj0-5]). 169 
Apparent survival can be an underestimation of true survival due to permanent emigration but 170 
in highly philopatric species such as albatrosses, we do not expect it to be large (< 2%; [42]). 171 
Rolland et al. [37] estimated the annual immigration rate at 0.044 and as we had no 172 
information on how it might be linked with SST or age, we focussed on local population 173 
dynamics. 174 
A SST value was drawn randomly 10 000 times from the normal distribution fitted on 175 
historical SST data and altered to simulate more ECE. The stochastic population growth rate 176 
log(λs) and the stable age distribution (asymptotic relative proportion of individuals in each 177 
age-class) were then calculated following the approach described in Chap. 14.1 of Caswell 178 
[39] using numerical simulation. All analyses were performed in program MATLAB [43]. 179 
 180 
(d) Local sensitivity analysis 181 
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We first performed a local sensitivity analysis by calculating numerically the partial 182 
derivative of frequency and magnitude of warm ECE events (climatic output y) over 10 000 183 
time steps with respect to the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution fitted on 184 
historical SST data (Aim 1, Fig. 1 bottom panel). In addition, we performed a local sensitivity 185 
analysis of the growth rate and stable age distribution (demographic output y) with respect to 186 
SST parameters following the same approach (Aim 2, Fig. 1 bottom panel).  187 
We evaluated the sensitivity of a climatic or demographic output of the model (y) with 188 
respect to the mean or standard deviation of the SST distribution (input x) by calculating 189 
numerically the partial derivative dx/dy. We perturbed the input by a small perturbation such 190 
as the perturbed input is xp= x(1± 0.001). We performed 100 simulations for each positive and 191 
negative perturbation, and estimated as dx/dy =(y-yp)/(x-xp) for each simulation and 192 
perturbation. The sensitivity is measured as the average of dx/dy over 200 simulations.  193 
 194 
(e) Effect of SST on stochastic population growth rate  195 
Since the results of the sensitivity analysis based on the partial derivative were very 196 
local, we performed an analysis over a wider range of the SST distribution parameters similar 197 
to a global sensitivity analysis. Our aim was to illustrate the contrasted effects of changes in 198 
SST distribution parameters between the historical and future projected ranges of SST. Thus, 199 
we chose a simple but useful approach computing the scatter plots of the stochastic 200 
population growth rate against SST distribution parameters as well as the frequency and 201 
magnitude of ECE (Aim 3, Fig. 1 bottom panel). Starting from the baseline parameters of the 202 
SST distribution, we varied the mean by up to 1°C [1] and the standard deviation up to twice 203 
the baseline value (σ = 0.70). Changes in the mean and standard deviation of the distribution 204 
were varied independently.  205 
 206 
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3. Results 207 
(a) Sensitivity of climatic output (Aim 1) 208 
The local sensitivity analysis of climatic output showed the relative effects of a unit of change 209 
in the two parameters of the historical SST distribution (µ, σ) on the frequency and magnitude 210 
of warm ECE (Fig. 2). Increasing the mean or standard deviation increased the frequency and 211 
magnitude of warm ECE. A unit of change in standard deviation (σ) had a larger effect on 212 
both frequency (1.6 times larger) and magnitude of warm ECE (3 times larger) than a unit of 213 
change in the mean (µ).  214 
 215 
(b) Sensitivity of demographic output (Aim 2) 216 
The sensitivity of log(λs) with respect to the standard deviation was negative while the 217 
sensitivity of log(λs) with respect to the mean was positive (Fig. 3). A unit of change in 218 
standard deviation (σ) had a larger effect on log(λs) (~3 times larger) than a unit of change in 219 
the mean (µ) (Fig. 3).  220 
Considering the stable age distribution, in the baseline conditions 44% of the population 221 
was 5 years old or less (Fig. 4 top). The sensitivity analysis revealed that changes in mean or 222 
standard deviation of the SST distribution affected the proportion of individuals in all age-223 
classes (Fig. 4 bottom). A unit change in mean had a larger influence than a unit change in the 224 
standard deviation, and their relative effects had opposite sign in middle-aged classes. 225 
However, the sensitivities of the stable age distribution with respect to a unit change in mean 226 
and/or standard deviation were both positive for age-classes from 2 to 5 years old and both 227 
negative for old age-classes from 28 to 34+ years old (Fig. 4 bottom). To summarise, the 228 
number of individuals in the immature age-classes (under 5 years old) increased and the 229 
number of individuals in the oldest age-classes decreased when mean or standard deviation of 230 
the SST distribution increased, resulting in a younger population. 231 
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 232 
(c) Relationship between ECE, population growth and SST distribution parameters 233 
(Aim 3) 234 
In the baseline conditions, the stochastic growth rate was log(λs) = -0.033 meaning that 235 
the local population of black-browed albatross is currently decreasing annually by 3.3%.  236 
As the previous sensitivity analysis was very local, we also investigated the relationships, 237 
relative to baseline levels, between log(λs) and the climatic ECE characteristics on a wider 238 
range of change in SST distribution parameters (Fig. 5). First, figure 5 shows that log(λs) was 239 
maximized at slightly warmer values of mean SST than present (i.e. observed mean + 0.1°C), 240 
with an optimal value of log(λs) of -0.032. log(λs) declined as mean SST became warmer or 241 
colder. Interestingly, the effect of colder SST was stronger than the effect of warmer SST 242 
(Fig. 5). There was a large plateau around the optimal log(λs) value (-0.2°C to +0.4°C). Over 243 
the range of mean SST values shown here, the effect of standard deviation was negative, 244 
lowering log(λs) by up to 0.02. 245 
Second, figure 6 shows: i) how changes to baseline SST distribution parameters (shown 246 
with increased marker size on the mean and standard deviation) lead to increased climatic 247 
ECE characteristics (frequency and magnitude on the x-axis), and ii) how changes in the 248 
frequency and magnitude of ECE lead to changes in log(λs) (y-axis). Mean and standard 249 
deviation parameters both influenced the frequency and magnitude of warm ECE. Mean SST 250 
had by far the strongest impact on the frequency of ECE (Fig. 6 top) after a small plateau 251 
around historical level up to 8% ECE frequency. For an increase of 1°C, log(λs) declined to -252 
0.064 when 80% of SST were considered extreme according to the historical climatological 253 
definition. Changes in the standard deviation affected the frequency of warm ECE to a much 254 
lesser extent for the range explored here (up to 20% extreme event frequency for a doubled 255 
value of standard deviation) and the minimum log(λs) reached -0.053 (Fig. 6 top). Opposite 256 
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patterns occurred with the magnitude of warm ECE (Fig. 6 bottom). A steeper decline in 257 
log(λs) resulted when changes in the magnitude were caused by a change in the standard 258 
deviation of the SST distribution rather than a change in the mean.  259 
To summarize, for changes in SST around the historical levels observed since 1982, the 260 
standard deviation of the SST distribution had a larger and negative impact on log(λs) 261 
compared to a change in the mean.  262 
 263 
4. Discussion 264 
Using a black-browed albatross demographic model incorporating age and SST-dependent 265 
vital rates, we have characterized the impact of changes in the mean and standard deviation of 266 
the climatic distribution on the frequency and magnitude of ECE as well as on the population 267 
growth and structure. We highlighted opposite as well as parallel effects of changes in mean 268 
and standard deviation on the growth rate and age-structure of the population. In addition, we 269 
showed how the impact of ECE frequency and magnitude on population growth rate is 270 
mediated through change in mean or standard deviation of the SST distribution. Below, we 271 
discuss some methodological aspects of our approach and how future studies could build on 272 
our framework toward a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of ECE on 273 
population growth and structure.  274 
 275 
(a) Effect of changes in the parameters of the SST distribution on the stochastic 276 
population growth rate 277 
Several recent theoretical studies have emphasized that the relative effects of environmental 278 
standard deviation and mean on stochastic population growth rate log(λs) are expected from 279 
the curvature of the population growth response to the environment (referred as the 280 
population response function): a concave response results in a negative effect of 281 
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environmental standard deviation on log(λs) while the opposite occurs for a convex response 282 
(see review in Lawson et al. [21]). Figure 5 depicts such a population response function for 283 
the black-browed albatross, and shows that the response is concave around historical levels. 284 
As expected, the effect of SST standard deviation was negative on black-browed albatross 285 
log(λs).  286 
We demonstrated that, around the historical values of SST, a change in the standard 287 
deviation of the SST distribution had a larger effect on the black-browed albatross log(λs) 288 
than a change in SST mean. García-Carreras & Reuman [44] concluded that many 289 
populations close to their optimal environment are likely to be more sensitive to a change in 290 
the variability of the environment rather than the mean. In contrast, changes in mean 291 
conditions are likely to have a greater impact than changes in variability on populations far 292 
from their optimal environment. Our results at both the historical (Fig. 3) and for a wider 293 
range of SST distribution parameters (Fig. 5) are in agreement with these theoretical 294 
expectations because: (i) we observed a peaked response function of the black-browed 295 
albatross log(λs) to SST, and (ii) the historical variation of SST are close the optimal value for 296 
the black-browed albatross. 297 
Noteworthy, the sensitivity of the black-browed albatross log(λs) with respect to the SST 298 
standard deviation was negative while its sensitivity with respect to the SST mean was 299 
positive. This pattern is expected [44] because the log(λs) is maximized at warmer values of 300 
mean SST than present (i.e. SSTOPT = SSTHISTORICAL + 0.1°C). As a result, larger 301 
environmental standard deviation would cause more SST values far from the optimum, while 302 
larger mean would cause more SST values close to the optimum. This pattern echoes results 303 
from empirical studies on ectotherms [45,46]: a positive shift in mean temperature (T) will 304 
decrease mean fitness in tropical ectothermic species, but will increase fitness at higher 305 
latitudes because tropical species are experiencing mean annual temperatures (THISTORICAL) 306 
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very close to their optimal temperatures (TOPT), while the opposite occurs at higher latitudes 307 
[45]. Specifically, ectothermic species ‘thermal safety margins’ (TOPT – THISTORICAL) is 308 
typically 1 – 4°C in the tropics and increase markedly with latitude, up to 10°C or more at 309 
higher latitudes. 310 
 311 
(b) Effect of ECE on the stochastic population growth rate 312 
The frequency and magnitude of warm ECE depended on the two parameters of the normal 313 
SST historical distribution. Thus, it is not straightforward to understand the respective effect 314 
of ECE through their response to a change in the environmental mean and standard deviation. 315 
Around the historical value, our sensitivity analysis of the climate outputs showed that both 316 
the frequency and magnitude of ECE were more influenced by a change in the standard 317 
deviation rather than the mean of the SST distribution (Fig. 2). However, over a wider range 318 
of parameters (Fig. 6), the SST mean had a stronger impact on the frequency of warm ECE, 319 
especially beyond SSTOPT, and the standard deviation parameter influenced greatly the 320 
magnitude of ECE.  321 
The effect of warm ECE, was negative on the black-browed albatross log(λs) (Fig. 5). In 322 
addition, higher frequency and magnitude of ECE mostly decreased log(λs), although it 323 
depended on the path through which such changes occurred - i.e. changes in the mean, or 324 
standard deviation. Noteworthy, a change in the mean of the SST distribution increased black-325 
browed albatross log(λs) despite increasing the frequency and magnitude of ECE (lower dots 326 
on figure 5). This pattern occurred because the historical SST mean was lower than the 327 
optimal value for the black-browed albatross, and there is a large plateau around the optimal 328 
value in the population response function. As a result larger environmental mean increased 329 
the occurrence of SST close to the optimal value that buffered the negative effect of ECE. The 330 
‘climate safety margin’ (i.e. the difference between the optimal climatic conditions and the 331 
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historical climatic conditions) and the specific shape of the response function for a species 332 
may determine how ECE affects the stochastic population growth rate through a change in 333 
environmental mean. Single peak response functions like reported here are common [44], 334 
such as thermal performance curves in ectothermic species [46,47] (Fig. 5). A theoretical 335 
framework using such response functions [44] could shed light on the buffering role of the 336 
environmental mean against ECE as a function of the climate safety margins, the maximum 337 
height of the response function, the width of the range of optimal values, the rate of fall off 338 
from the optimal environment, as well as the asymmetry of the response function. Species 339 
with a large climate safety margin, a wide optimum range and a slow rate of fall off from the 340 
optimal environment, are likely less sensitive to ECE, especially when climate changes are 341 
dominated by a shift in the mean rather than a change in the standard deviation. 342 
 343 
(c) Age dependent demographic responses to climate change  344 
Individuals differ in their quality, age, sex and other characteristics that may mediate the 345 
effects of ECE on population growth and structure. For example, Welbergen et al. [48] 346 
showed higher susceptibilities of adult female Australian flying-foxes (Pteropus alecto) to 347 
temperature extremes, with potentially disproportionate effects on effective breeding 348 
population and recruitment. Here, we focused on the effect of age because like in humans 349 
[29], previous studies have found that older individual albatrosses were more likely die under 350 
warmer conditions than other age-classes in the population [33]. 351 
We found that for local changes, the population structure was altered by increases in both 352 
mean and standard deviation of SST, with opposed effects in middle-aged individuals, leading 353 
to a higher proportion of young individuals in the population. Old individuals were 354 
particularly affected by both changes in mean and standard deviation, suggesting a particular 355 
vulnerability to the frequency of ECE as reported in humans [29]. These changes were driven 356 
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by the age-specific non-linear relationships between vital rates and SST, more particularly by 357 
the decreasing survival of old individuals in both cold and warm SST ECE, the increasing 358 
breeding probability of young and middle aged individuals, and the increasing breeding 359 
success of young and old individuals when SST increased.  360 
With future climate change, new concerns may arise for this black-browed albatross 361 
population because the structure of the population is projected to change with a higher 362 
proportion of juveniles, which are highly sensitive to other anthropogenic activities. Juveniles 363 
are known to represent a significant part of birds accidentally killed in long-line fisheries 364 
[36,38]. Rolland et al. (2009) demonstrated relationships between SST and fisheries impact 365 
on the growth rate of this same population. The stochastic population growth rate remains 366 
negative even when incorporating immigration in the young and middle-aged classes which is 367 
consistent with previous models and observations since 1976 [37]. This suggests that even at 368 
optimal values of SST, the population is likely affected by fisheries bycatch [37]. Mitigating 369 
the effect of fisheries with a warmer climate with limited change in environmental inter-370 
annual variations may allow the population to recover. This will probably occur only for a 371 
short time as the climate safety margin (0.1°C) is relatively narrow compared to projected 372 
SST changes reported by the IPCC (≈1°C, [49]). A shift in mean SST by 1°C is not unlikely 373 
according to the IPCC projections. However, this would lead to a frequency of warm event of 374 
~ 80%, and whether black-browed albatross will adapt to these conditions remains an open 375 
question. To predict the impact of extreme events and inform policy and management 376 
decisions, models linking IPCC climate projections to a demographic model would be 377 
required [23].  378 
 379 
(d) Methodological considerations 380 
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The normal distribution is one possible distribution among many to address the relative 381 
impact in mean, variability as well as ECE. This distribution is symmetrical and thus does not 382 
account for the positive skewness that may result from climate change (i.e. more extreme 383 
warm than cold events [1]). To understand the effect of an increasing frequency of warm 384 
events, one could have used asymmetrical climate distributions, such as the generalized 385 
extreme value (GEV) distribution developed within the extreme value theory, which are 386 
designed to address the data sparseness problems in the tails of the distribution due to the 387 
rarity of extreme events. 388 
 [10,50]. In our case study, we could not apply such a distribution because our functional 389 
relationships between SST and vital rates were based on SST averaged over large temporal 390 
and spatial scales. Within extreme value theory GEV distributions are used to model the 391 
largest or smallest observations. For example, one can use the maximum SST recorded within 392 
a season or a spatial sector - the data are known as block maxima. For species such as 393 
ectotherms that are very sensitive to temperature daily minima or maxima, GEV distributions 394 
are very valuable [10]. However, long lived endothermic species, such as black-browed 395 
albatross, are likely to escape cold spells or heat waves because of their wide foraging range, 396 
their relatively good fasting abilities, or their ability to skip or abandon reproduction during 397 
extremely unfavourable events on the breeding grounds instead of jeopardizing their survival 398 
[13,51]. Thus, we believe that extreme environmental conditions for black-browed albatross 399 
more likely consist in persistent warmer SST over the entire breeding season and over a wide 400 
spatial sector, whereby their average value is extreme (i.e a compound ECE see [7]). As such, 401 
the normal is a useful approach when focusing on compound ECE defined over large spatial 402 
and temporal scales. 403 
While previous studies have shed light on the respective role of the mean and standard 404 
deviation of the environment, few have focused on the shape of the distribution of the 405 
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environmental variables. Our framework was based on the normal distribution because it was 406 
the distribution that fitted the best our historical SST. It would have been interesting to apply 407 
the t-location-scale distribution that has heavier tails, meaning that it is more prone to 408 
producing ECE values, a property the normal distribution does not possess. This tail is 409 
influenced by the shape parameter of the t-location-scale distribution. In electronic 410 
supplementary material C, we applied such t-scale distribution to illustrate such approach, and 411 
over our historical range, the shape parameter was large, i.e. the t-location-scale distribution 412 
approaches the normal distribution. We show that the sensitivity of the black-browed 413 
albatross log(λs) with respect to the shape parameter of the t-location-scale distribution was 414 
almost null. This may appear counterintuitive given that the shape parameter affects the 415 
standard deviation of the distribution but, over our historical range, the shape parameter was 416 
large and, varied almost independently from the mean and the standard deviation of the 417 
distribution. Similarly to our study, [21,24] suggested that the effects of a change in the shape 418 
of the tail of the distribution set by the skew were generally small relative to those of 419 
environmental means or standard deviations.  420 
Vasseur et al. [24] applied a transformation of an (initially) normally distributed 421 
temperature distribution to study the respective effects of the mean, standard deviation and 422 
positive skewness on the thermal performance of 38 ectothermic invertebrate species. They 423 
found that a change in the mean temperature distribution had a larger impact than a change in 424 
variability and skewness (their figure 2). The t-location-scale distribution could also be a 425 
useful framework when focusing on varying independently mean, standard deviation and 426 
shape of the environmental distribution, but would require changing the scale parameter in the 427 
t-location-scale distribution when varying the shape parameter, especially for lower values of 428 
the shape parameter (electronic supplementary material C).  429 
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To understand the role of ECE and changes in mean and standard deviation of SST on the 430 
demography of the black-browed albatross, we have projected the stochastic population 431 
growth rate and stable age structure using an age-structured population model [40]. These 432 
projections depend on age specific and climate dependent fecundity and mortality as well as 433 
assumptions on changes in climate variables. Models are very useful tools to understand the 434 
effect of climatic extremes that are rare, even if such projections require projecting beyond 435 
historical ranges of variability. Our study has indeed revealed contrasted patterns between 436 
values around the historical range and a wider range that depend on the climate safety margin. 437 
Although, we have projected the vital rates using functional relationships obtained with a 438 
robust capture-recapture analysis [33], to limit unrealistic demographic rates beyond the 439 
observed range, we have limited our wider range of climate parameters to few scenarios 440 
where we varied the two parameters of the SST distribution independently. Thus, we could 441 
not conduct a global sensitivity analysis that would require varying several model inputs 442 
simultaneously to account for interactions among parameters [52].  443 
Finally, our approach focused on the effect of frequency and magnitude of extreme 444 
events on the long-term demography. But other ECE characteristics like the duration of a 445 
given ECE or a particular sequence of ECE (i.e. environmental auto-correlation) might also 446 
be important for the population [10]. Although the duration and sequence of ECE may affect 447 
greatly the transient population dynamics [53], they are likely to have little effect on the long-448 
term population growth and structure for a long-lived species [4,54,55]. 449 
 450 
5. Conclusion 451 
Our empirical study suggests how the direction and strength of change in population growth 452 
rate and population structure are determined by the mean and standard deviation of an 453 
environmental distribution, and shows that changes in the frequency and to a lesser extent the 454 
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magnitude of ECE, impact the demography of this black-browed albatross population. 455 
Interestingly, our results indicate that a shift in environmental mean can buffer and even 456 
reverse the effects of ECE on stochastic population growth rate. Species might therefore be 457 
able to cope with ECE. This depends on the magnitude of climate shift and variation in 458 
relation to a species' optimal environmental conditions.  459 
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Figure 1. Sketch explaining the approach followed in this paper. Input environmental data 483 
consists of SST sampled into a normal distribution (middle-left). The observed SST from 484 
1982 to 2015 was used to determine a threshold of warm ECE (top-left in red). We defined 485 
the ECE frequency as the occurrence of ECE, as well as the ECE magnitude as the maximum 486 
SST values occurring in the simulated environment. The population model projects the 487 
number of individuals within each age-class and is described by an age-structured life-cycle 488 
(middle-right) where vital rates depend on both age and SST (top-right). Vertical traits on the 489 
x-axis represent the occurrence of historical SST. The outputs are of two kinds (bottom): 490 
climatic, to measure the influence SST distribution parameters on the frequency and 491 
magnitude of warm SST ECE (1), and demographic, to measure the influence SST 492 
distribution parameters on the stochastic population growth rate and on the stable age 493 
distribution (2). It is also possible to combine the two outputs (3). 494 
  495 
Figure 2. Sensitivity of the frequency and magnitude of warm SST ECE with respect to the 496 
two parameters of a normal distribution (mean and standard deviation) of sea surface 497 
temperature (SST). The distribution was fitted on 34 years of historical SST averaged in the 498 
foraging areas of Kerguelen black-browed albatrosses during the breeding season. 499 
 500 
Figure 3. Sensitivity of the stochastic population growth rate log(λs) with respect to the two 501 
parameters of a normal SST distribution (mean and standard deviation).  502 
 503 
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Figure 4. Baseline stable age distribution (top) and sensitivity of the stable age distribution 504 
(bottom) with respect to the two parameters of a normal distribution (mean [µ] and standard 505 
deviation [σ]) of sea surface temperature (SST).  506 
 507 
Figure 5. Stochastic population growth rate vary as a function of various SST distribution 508 
parameters over a wide range of variation. The mean of the normal SST distribution (plain 509 
line) could vary ± 1°C from the historical mean and the standard deviation of the normal SST 510 
distribution was multiplied by two (dots).  511 
 512 
Figure 6. Relationships between the stochastic population growth rate log(λs) and frequency 513 
(top) and magnitude (bottom) of warm SST ECE according to changes of the two parameters 514 
of a normal distribution (mean [µ] increasing up to 1°C-grey circles and standard deviation 515 
[σ] multiplied by up to two-black squares). The size of markers increases proportionally to 516 
changes. 517 
 518 
 519 
520 
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Sketch explaining the approach followed in this paper. Input environmental data consists of SST sampled 
into a normal distribution (middle-left). The observed SST from 1982 to 2015 was used to determine a 
threshold of warm ECE (top-left in red). We defined the ECE frequency as the occurrence of ECE, as well as 
the ECE magnitude as the maximum SST values occurring in the simulated environment. The population 
model projects the number of individuals within each age-class and is described by an age-structured life-
cycle (middle-right) where vital rates depend on both age and SST (top-right). Vertical traits on the x-axis 
represent the occurrence of historical SST. The outputs are of two kinds (bottom): climatic, to measure the 
influence SST distribution parameters on the frequency and magnitude of warm SST ECE (1), and 
demographic, to measure the influence SST distribution parameters on the stochastic population growth rate 
and on the stable age distribution (2). It is also possible to combine the two outputs (3).  
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Baseline stable age distribution (top) and sensitivity of the stable age distribution (bottom) with respect to 
the two parameters of a normal distribution (mean [µ] and standard deviation [σ]) of sea surface 
temperature (SST).  
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Baseline stable age distribution (top) and sensitivity of the stable age distribution (bottom) with respect to 
the two parameters of a normal distribution (mean [µ] and standard deviation [σ]) of sea surface 
temperature (SST).  
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Stochastic population growth rate vary as a function of various SST distribution parameters over a wide 
range of variation. The mean of the normal SST distribution (plain line) could vary ± 1°C from the historical 
mean and the standard deviation of the normal SST distribution was multiplied by two (dots).  
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Relationships between the stochastic population growth rate log(λs) and frequency (top) and magnitude 
(bottom) of warm SST ECE according to changes of the two parameters of a normal distribution (mean [µ] 
increasing up to 1°C-grey circles and standard deviation [σ] multiplied by up to two-black squares). The size 
of markers increases proportionally to changes.  
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Relationships between the stochastic population growth rate log(λs) and frequency (top) and magnitude 
(bottom) of warm SST ECE according to changes of the two parameters of a normal distribution (mean [µ] 
increasing up to 1°C-grey circles and standard deviation [σ] multiplied by up to two-black squares). The size 
of markers increases proportionally to changes.  
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